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the Review is November 2014, the ﬁrst issue of academic year 2014-2015 (Volume 128).
Freedom of Religion Hedvig Bernitz 2020-02-20 In most European societies today, religion and questions
about religion are increasing in relevance and importance. This development can be explained in several
ways, for example by continuous demographic changes and new societal standards and values. As a
consequence, the debate on the interpretation and scope of the right to freedom of religion has intensiﬁed in
politics, media and, of course, law. The right to freedom of religion is complex and varies within diﬀerent
legal contexts at the international, European and national levels. This has resulted in a right that is
ambiguous and sometimes diﬃcult for individuals to claim and for states to assert. This book presents a
variety of perspectives on the concept of freedom of religion in diﬀerent European countries against the
background of the European Convention on Human Rights, the EU Charter of Fundamental Rights and other
international treaties. It contains contributions from leading legal scholars working in these ﬁelds in Sweden,
the Nordic countries and wider Europe.
God vs. the Gavel Marci A. Hamilton 2014-08-29 Clergy sex abuse, polygamy, children dying from faith
healing, companies that refuse to do business with same-sex couples, and residential neighborhoods forced
to host homeless shelters - what do all of these have in common? They are all examples of religious believers
harming others and demanding religious liberty regardless of the harm. This book unmasks those
responsible, explains how this new set of rights is not derived from the First Amendment and argues for a
return to common-sense religious liberty. In straightforward, readable prose, God vs. the Gavel: The Perils of
Extreme Religious Liberty sets the record straight about the United States' move toward extreme religious
liberty. More than half of this thoroughly revised second edition is new content, featuring a new introduction
and epilogue and contemporary stories. All Americans need to read this book, before they or their friends
and family are harmed by religious believers exercising their newfound rights.
Religion, Law, and the Medical Neglect of Children in the United States, 1870–2000 Lynne Curry
2019-08-01 Drawing upon a diverse range of archival evidence, medical treatises, religious texts, public
discourses, and legal documents, this book examines the rich historical context in which controversies
surrounding the medical neglect of children erupted onto the American scene. It argues that several
nineteenth-century developments collided to produce the ﬁrst criminal prosecutions of parents who rejected
medical attendance as a tenet of their religious faith. A view of children as distinct biological beings with
particularized needs for physical care had engendered both the new medical practice ﬁeld of pediatrics and a
vigorous child welfare movement that forced legislatures and courts to reconsider public and private
responsibility for ensuring children’s physical well-being. At the same time, a number of healing religions had
emerged to challenge the growing authority of medical doctors and the appropriate role of the state in the
realm of child welfare. The rapid proliferation of the new healing churches, and the mixed outcomes of
parents’ criminal trials, reﬂected ongoing uneasiness about the increasing presence of science in American
life.
A Culture of Engagement Cathleen Kaveny 2016-03-01 Religious traditions in the United States have been
characterized by an ongoing tension between assimilation to the broader culture, typically reﬂected by
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God Vs Marci A. Hamilton 2014 Clergy sex abuse, polygamy, children dying from faith healing, companies
that refuse to do business with same-sex couples, and residential neighborhoods forced to host homeless
shelters - what do all of these have in common? They are all examples of religious believers harming others
and demanding religious liberty regardless of the harm. This book unmasks those responsible, explains how
this new set of rights is not derived from the First Amendment and argues for a return to common-sense
religious liberty. In straightforward, readable prose, God vs. the Gavel: The Perils of Extreme Religious Liberty
sets the record straight about the United States' move toward extreme religious liberty. More than half of
this thoroughly revised second edition is new content, featuring a new introduction and epilogue and
contemporary stories. All Americans need to read this book, before they or their friends and family are
harmed by religious believers exercising their newfound rights.
Congressional Record United States. Congress 1937 The Congressional Record is the oﬃcial record of the
proceedings and debates of the United States Congress. It is published daily when Congress is in session.
The Congressional Record began publication in 1873. Debates for sessions prior to 1873 are recorded in The
Debates and Proceedings in the Congress of the United States (1789-1824), the Register of Debates in
Congress (1824-1837), and the Congressional Globe (1833-1873)
Harvard Law Review: Volume 128, Number 1 - November 2014 Harvard Law Review 2014-11-10 The
November issue is the special annual review of the U.S. Supreme Court's previous Term. Each year, the issue
is introduced by noteworthy and extensive contributions from recognized scholars. In this issue, for the 2013
Term, articles include: • Foreword: "The Means of Constitutional Power," by John F. Manning • Comment:
"Slipping the Bonds of Federalism," by Heather K. Gerken • Comment: "The Supreme Court as a
Constitutional Court," by Jamal Greene • Comment: "The Hobby Lobby Moment," by Paul Horwitz In addition,
the ﬁrst issue of each new volume provides an extensive summary of the important cases of the previous
Supreme Court docket, covering a wide range of legal, political and constitutional subjects. Student
commentary on Leading Cases of the 2013 Term includes recent cases on: content neutrality under the First
Amendment; compelled subsidized speech; free speech and contribution limits; legislative prayer and the
establishment of religion; search and seizure law as to anonymous tips, cellphones, and cotenant consent;
equal protection and political process; right to counsel; Eighth Amendment issues for intellectually impaired
defendants; standing and jurisdiction; class actions; tribal immunity; the Clean Air Act; immigration of
children; misrepresentation of buyer and gun control law; and copyright law's Transmit Clause. Complete
statistical graphs and tables of the Court's actions and results during the Term are included. Finally, the issue
features several summaries of Recent Publications. The issue also features essays on substantive and
procedural law, and judicial method, honoring Justice Stephen G. Breyer and his notable contributions to law
and the Supreme Court. The essays are written by scholars Martha Minow, Martha Field, Cass Sunstein,
Richard Fallon, Michael Klarman, Todd Rakoﬀ, Joseph Singer, John Manning, Laurence Tribe, I. Glenn Cohen,
and Mark Tushnet. The Harvard Law Review is oﬀered in a quality digital edition, featuring active Contents,
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mainline Protestant churches, and deﬁant rejection of cultural incursions, as witnessed by more sectarian
movements such as Mormonism and Hassidism. But legal theorist and theologian Cathleen Kaveny contends
that religious traditions do not need to swim in either the Current of Openness or the Current of Identity.
There is a third possibility, which she calls the Current of Engagement, which accommodates and respects
tradition but which recognizes the need to interact with culture to remain relevant and to oﬀer a prophetic
critique of social and political and legal and economic practice. In ﬁfty-six brief articles Kaveny illustrates the
implications of the Current of Engagement in American public life. The articles are organized into ﬁve
chapters or sections: Law as Teacher; Religious Liberty and its Limits; Conversations about Culture;
Conversations about Belief; and Cases and Controversies. Kaveny provides astonishing insights into a range
of hot-button issues: abortion, assisted suicide, government-sponsored torture, contraception, the Ashley
Treatment, capital punishment, and the role of religious faith in a pluralistic society.
Religion and the American Constitutional Experiment John Witte, Jr. 2016-03-11 This accessible introduction
tells the American story of religious liberty from its colonial beginnings to the latest Supreme Court cases.
The authors provide extensive analysis of the formation of the First Amendment religion clauses and the
plausible original intent or understanding of the founders. They describe the enduring principles of American
religious freedom--liberty of conscience, free exercise of religion, religious equality, religious pluralism,
separation of church and state, and no establishment of religion--as those principles were developed by the
founders and applied by the Supreme Court. Successive chapters analyze the two hundred plus Supreme
Court cases on religious freedom--on the free exercise of religion, the roles of government and religion in
education, the place of religion in public life, and the interaction of religious organizations and the state. A
ﬁnal chapter shows how favorably American religious freedom compares with international human rights
norms and European Court of Human Rights case law. Lucid, comprehensive, multidisciplinary, and balanced,
this volume is an ideal classroom text and armchair paperback. Detailed appendices oﬀer drafts of each of
the religion clauses debated in 1788 and 1789, a table of all state constitutional laws on religious freedom,
and a summary of every Supreme Court case on religious liberty from 1815 to 2015. Throughout the volume,
the authors address frankly and fully the hot button issues of our day: religious freedom versus sexual
liberty, freedom of conscience and its limitations, religious group rights and the worries about abuse, faithbased legal systems and their place in liberal democracies, and the fresh rise of anti-Semitism, Islamophobia,
and anti-Christianity in America and abroad. For this new edition, the authors have updated each chapter in
light of new scholarship and new Supreme Court case law (through the 2015 term) and have added an
appendix mapping some of the cutting edge issues of religious liberty and church-state relations.
Oﬃcial History of the Tennessee Centennial Exposition Herman Justi 1898
'Cult Wars' in Historical Perspective Eugene V. Gallagher 2016-07-01 'Cult Wars' in Historical Perspective
provides a broad characterization of the shifting religious contours over the past several decades. Oﬀering an
assessment of several important topics in the study of new religions, this book explores developments in
well-known groups such as the Uniﬁcation movement, The Family International (Children of God), the
International Society for Krishna Consciousness (ISKCON), and the Church of Scientology. Bringing together
both insiders and outsiders from various academic disciplines and personal perspectives, this book takes
account of the ways in which the cult question is deﬁned and addressed in diﬀerent countries. It oﬀers a vivid
depiction of how the cult wars or cult controversies of the late twentieth and early twenty-ﬁrst centuries ﬁrst
took shape; the transformation of deeply entrenched positions on cults and sects as at least some members
of new groups, cult watchers, and academics entered into serious and sustained conversations about topics
of mutual concern; the shifting foci and concerns of the general public, law enforcement and the courts, and
academics in various countries; and the complex histories of individual groups in which many dramatic
transformations have occurred despite their comparatively short life spans.
The Gavel of Delta Sigma Rho 1942
A Christian Approach to Corporate Religious Liberty Edward A. David 2020-09-21 This book addresses one of
the most urgent issues in contemporary American law—namely, the logic and limits of extending free
exercise rights to corporate entities. Pointing to the polarization that surrounds disputes like Burwell v.
Hobby Lobby, David argues that such cases need not involve pitting ﬂesh-and-blood individuals against the
rights of so-called “corporate moral persons.” Instead, David proposes that such disputes should be resolved
god-vs-the-gavel-the-perils-of-extreme-religious-liberty

by attending to the moral quality of group actions. This approach shifts attention away from polarizing rightstalk and towards the virtues required for thriving civic communities. More radically, however, this approach
suggests that groups themselves should not be viewed as things or “persons” in the ﬁrst instance, but rather
as occasions of coordinated activity. Discerned in the writings of Saint Thomas Aquinas, this
reconceptualization helps illuminate the moral stakes of a novel—and controversial—form of religious
freedom.
Religion and Politics in America Allen D. Hertzke 2018-08-06 Religion and politics are never far from the
headlines, but their relationship remains complex and often confusing. This book oﬀers an engaging,
accessible, and balanced treatment of religion in American politics. It explores the historical, cultural, and
legal contexts that motivate religious political engagement and assesses the pragmatic and strategic
political realities that religious organizations and people face. Incorporating the best and most current
scholarship, the authors examine the evolving politics of Roman Catholics; evangelical and mainline
Protestants; African-American and Latino traditions; Jews, Muslims, and other religious minorities; recent
immigrants and religious "nones"; and other conventional and not-so-conventional American religious
movements. New to the Sixth Edition • Covers the 2016 election and assesses the role of religion from
Obama to Trump. • Expands substantially on religion’s relationship to gender and sexuality, race, ethnicity,
and class, and features the role of social media in religious mobilization. • Adds discussion questions at the
end of every chapter, to help students gain deeper understanding of the subject. • Adds a new concluding
chapter on the normative issues raised by religious political engagement, to stimulate lively discussions.
Fighting Back the Right David Niose 2014-12-16 The political scene is changing rapidly in America. The
religious right is on the defensive, acceptance of gay rights is at an all-time high, social conservatives are
struggling for relevance, and more Americans than ever identify as nonreligious. What does this mean for the
country and the future? With these demographic shifts, can truly progressive, reason-based public policy
ﬁnally gain traction? Or will America continue to carry a reputation as anti-intellectual and plutocratic, eager
to cater to large corporate interests but reluctant to provide universal health care to all its citizens? Fighting
Back the Right reveals a new alliance in the making, a progressive coalition committed to ﬁghting for rational
public policy in America and reversing the damage inﬂicted by decades of conservative dominance. David
Niose, Legal Director of the American Humanist Association (AHA), examines this exciting new dynamic,
covering not only the rapidly evolving culture wars but also the twists and turns of American history and
politics that led to this point, and why this new alliance could potentially move the country in a direction of
sanity, fairness, and human-centered public policy.
The Blessings of Liberty John Witte, Jr. 2021-11-04 A robust defense of the essential interdependence of
human rights and religious freedom from antiquity to the present.
Politics after Christendom David VanDrunen 2020-04-21 For more than a millennium, beginning in the early
Middle Ages, most Western Christians lived in societies that sought to be comprehensively Christian-ecclesiastically, economically, legally, and politically. That is to say, most Western Christians lived in
Christendom. But in a gradual process beginning a few hundred years ago, Christendom weakened and
ﬁnally crumbled. Today, most Christians in the world live in pluralistic political communities. And Christians
themselves have very diﬀerent opinions about what to make of the demise of Christendom and how to
understand their status and responsibilities in a post-Christendom world. Politics After Christendom argues
that Scripture leaves Christians well-equipped for living in a world such as this. Scripture gives no indication
that Christians should strive to establish some version of Christendom. Instead, it prepares them to live in
societies that are indiﬀerent or hostile to Christianity, societies in which believers must live faithful lives as
sojourners and exiles. Politics After Christendom explains what Scripture teaches about political community
and about Christians' responsibilities within their own communities. As it pursues this task, Politics After
Christendom makes use of several important theological ideas that Christian thinkers have developed over
the centuries. These ideas include Augustine's Two-Cities concept, the Reformation Two-Kingdoms category,
natural law, and a theology of the biblical covenants. Politics After Christendom brings these ideas together
in a distinctive way to present a model for Christian political engagement. In doing so, it interacts with many
important thinkers, including older theologians (e.g., Augustine, Aquinas, and Calvin), recent secular political
theorists (e.g., Rawls, Hayek, and Dworkin), contemporary political-theologians (e.g., Hauerwas, O'Donovan,
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and Wolterstorﬀ), and contemporary Christian cultural commentators (e.g., MacIntyre, Hunter, and Dreher).
Part 1 presents a political theology through a careful study of the biblical story, giving special attention to
the covenants God has established with his creation and how these covenants inform a proper view of
political community. Part 1 argues that civil governments are legitimate but penultimate, and common but
not neutral. It concludes that Christians should understand themselves as sojourners and exiles in their
political communities. They ought to pursue justice, peace, and excellence in these communities, but
remember that these communities are temporary and thus not confuse them with the everlasting kingdom of
the Lord Jesus Christ. Christians' ultimate citizenship is in this new-creation kingdom. Part 2 reﬂects on how
the political theology developed in Part 1 provides Christians with a framework for thinking about perennial
issues of political and legal theory. Part 2 does not set out a detailed public policy or promote a particular
political ideology. Rather, it suggests how Christians might think about important social issues in a wise and
theologically sound way, so that they might be better equipped to respond well to the speciﬁc controversies
they face today. These issues include race, religious liberty, family, economics, justice, rights, authority, and
civil resistance. After considering these matters, Part 2 concludes by reﬂecting on the classical liberal and
conservative traditions, as well as recent challenges to them by nationalist and progressivist movements.
Ars Quatuor Coronatorum 1892
Religion and Free Speech Michael Capek 2015-12-15 Religion and Free Speech covers events ranging from
the Charlie Hebdo attacks in France to prayer in schools to denying service to gay customers, exploring how
free speech and religious freedom overlap and sometimes conﬂict in modern society. Aligned to Common
Core Standards and correlated to state standards. Essential Library is an imprint of Abdo Publishing, a
division of ABDO.
Women in Fundamentalism Maxine L. Margolis 2019-10-10 Women in Fundamentalism examines the striking
similarities in three extreme fundamentalist religious communities in their views about and treatment of
women
Encyclopedia of Forensic and Legal Medicine 2015-09-29 Encyclopedia of Forensic and Legal Medicine,
Volumes 1-4, Second Edition is a pioneering four volume encyclopedia compiled by an international team of
forensic specialists who explore the relationship between law, medicine, and science in the study of
forensics. This important work includes over three hundred state-of-the-art chapters, with articles covering
crime-solving techniques such as autopsies, ballistics, ﬁngerprinting, hair and ﬁber analysis, and the
sophisticated procedures associated with terrorism investigations, forensic chemistry, DNA, and
immunoassays. Available online, and in four printed volumes, the encyclopedia is an essential reference for
any practitioner in a forensic, medical, healthcare, legal, judicial, or investigative ﬁeld looking for easily
accessible and authoritative overviews on a wide range of topics. Chapters have been arranged in
alphabetical order, and are written in a clear-and-concise manner, with deﬁnitions provided in the case of
obscure terms and information supplemented with pictures, tables, and diagrams. Each topic includes crossreferencing to related articles and case studies where further explanation is required, along with references
to external sources for further reading. Brings together all appropriate aspects of forensic medicine and legal
medicine Contains color ﬁgures, sample forms, and other materials that the reader can adapt for their own
practice Also available in an on-line version which provides numerous additional reference and research
tools, additional multimedia, and powerful search functions Each topic includes cross-referencing to related
articles and case studies where further explanation is required, along with references to external sources for
further reading
Current Law Index 2007
Life of Col. Jesse Harper of Danville, Ills Jesse Harper 1904
God vs. the Gavel Marci A. Hamilton 2014-08-29 This book sets the record straight about the United States'
move toward extreme religious liberty and argues for a return to common-sense religious liberty.
Personals Joseph Hertford 1870
The Theosophist Henry Steel Olcott 1884
Women's Journey to Empowerment in the 21st Century Kristen Zaleski 2019-10-03 Women's Journey
to Empowerment in the 21st Century oﬀers a global view into the patriarchal attitudes that shape cultural
practices that oppress women and continue to take form in the modern era. In closely examining a range of
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issues--from the college campus rape epidemic in the United States to the climate change eﬀects in Ghana-this book compels readers to utilize a contextual framework in order to take a closer look into contemporary
violence and oppression against women in our world. Written through the lens of transnational feminism, it
examines the intersections of nationhood, race, gender, sexuality, and economics within the context of a
world shaped by globalization and colonialism, causing the redeﬁnition of borders and the realignment of
migration patterns. A transnational feminist perspective also supports a deﬁnition of global sisterhood based
on equity, understanding, and mutual experiences. Students focusing on social justice, social work, women's
studies, feminist theory, and/or violence against women will ﬁnd the book to be an invaluable resource.
The Free Exercise of Religion in America Ellis M. West 2019-02-05 This book explains the original meaning of
the two religion clauses of the First Amendment: “Congress shall make no law [1] respecting an
establishment of religion or [2] prohibiting the free exercise thereof.” As the book shows, both clauses were
intended to protect the free exercise of religion or religious freedom. West shows the position taken by early
Americans on four issues: (1) the general meaning of the “free exercise of religion,” including whether it is
diﬀerent from the meaning of “no establishment of religion”; (2) whether the free exercise of religion may be
intentionally and directly limited, and if so, under what circumstances; (3) whether laws regulating temporal
matters that also have a religious sanction violate the free exercise of religion; and (4) whether the free
exercise of religion gives persons a right to be exempt from obeying valid civil laws that unintentionally and
indirectly make it diﬃcult or impossible to practice their religion in some way. A deﬁnitive work on the
subject and a major contribution to the ﬁeld of constitutional law and history, this volume is key to a better
understanding of the ongoing constitutional adjudication based on the religion clauses of the First
Amendment.
The Oberlin Review 1890
The Routledge Handbook of Contemporary Philosophy of Religion Graham Oppy 2015-04-17 Philosophy of
religion has experienced a renaissance in recent times, paralleling the resurgence in public debate about the
place and value of religion in contemporary Western societies. The Routledge Handbook of Contemporary
Philosophy of Religion is an outstanding reference source to the key topics, problems and debates in this
exciting subject. Comprising over thirty chapters by a team of international contributors, the Handbook is
divided into seven parts: theoretical orientations conceptions of divinity epistemology of religious belief
metaphysics and religious language religion and politics religion and ethics religion and scientiﬁc scrutiny.
Within these sections central issues, debates and problems are examined, including: religious experience,
religion and superstition, realism and anti-realism, scientiﬁc interpretation of religious texts, feminist
approaches to religion, religion in the public square, tolerance, religion and meta-ethics, religion and
cognitive science, and the meaning of life. Together, they oﬀer readers an informed understanding of the
current state of play in the liveliest areas of contemporary philosophy of religion. The Routledge Handbook of
Contemporary Philosophy of Religion is essential reading for students and researchers of philosophy of
religion from across the Humanities and Social Sciences.
First Things 2007
Break Every Yoke Joshua Dubler 2019-11-13 Changes in the American religious landscape enabled the rise of
mass incarceration. Religious ideas and practices also oﬀer a key for ending mass incarceration. These are
the bold claims advanced by Break Every Yoke, the joint work of two activist-scholars of American religion.
Once, in an era not too long past, Americans, both incarcerated and free, spoke a language of social
liberation animated by religion. In the era of mass incarceration, we have largely forgotten how to dream-and
organize-this way. To end mass incarceration we must reclaim this lost tradition. Properly conceived, the
movement we need must demand not prison reform but prison abolition. Break Every Yoke weaves religion
into the stories about race, politics, and economics that conventionally account for America's grotesque
prison expansion of the last half century, and in so doing it sheds new light on one of our era's biggest
human catastrophes. By foregrounding the role of religion in the way political elites, religious institutions,
and incarcerated activists talk about incarceration, Break Every Yoke is an eﬀort to stretch the American
moral imagination and contribute resources toward envisioning alternative ways of doing justice. By looking
back to nineteenth century abolitionism, and by turning to today's grassroots activists, it argues for
reclaiming the abolition "spirit."
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Hans Kelsen in America - Selective Aﬃnities and the Mysteries of Academic Inﬂuence D.A. Jeremy
Telman 2016-08-26 This volume explores the reasons for Hans Kelsen’s lack of inﬂuence in the United States
and proposes ways in which Kelsen’s approach to law, philosophy, and political, democratic, and
international relations theory could be relevant to current debates within the U.S. academy in those areas.
Along the way, the volume examines Kelsen’s relationship and often hidden inﬂuences on other members of
the mid-century Central European émigré community whose work helped shape twentieth-century social
science in the United States. The book includes major contributions to the history of ideas and to the
sociology of the professions in the U.S. academy in the twentieth century. Each section of the volume
explores a diﬀerent aspect of the puzzle of the neglect of Kelsen’s work in various disciplinary and national
settings. Part I provides reconstructions of Kelsen’s legal theory and defends that theory against negative
assessments in Anglo-American jurisprudence. Part II focuses both on Kelsen’s theoretical views on
international law and his practical involvement in the post-war development of international criminal law.
Part III addresses Kelsen’s theories of democracy and justice while placing him in dialogue with other major
twentieth-century thinkers, including two fellow émigré scholars, Leo Strauss and Albert Ehrenzweig. Part IV
explores Kelsen’s intellectual legacies through European and American perspectives on the interaction of
Kelsen’s theoretical approach to law and national legal traditions in the United States and Germany. Each
contribution features a particular applications of Kelsen’s approach to doctrinal and interpretive issues
currently of interest in the legal academy. The volume concludes with two chapters on the nature of Kelsen’s
legal theory as an instance of modernism.
Speaker and Gavel 2003
Taxing the Church Edward A. Zelinsky 2017-09-27 This book explores the taxation and exemption of
churches and other religious institutions, both empirically and normatively. This exploration reveals that
churches and other religious institutions are treated diversely by the federal and state tax systems. Sectarian
institutions pay more tax than many believe. In important respects, the states diﬀer among themselves in
their respective approaches to the taxation of sectarian entities. Either taxing or exempting churches and
other sectarian entities entangles church and state. The taxes to which churches are more frequently subject
- federal Social Security and Medicare taxes, sales taxes, real estate conveyance taxes - fall on the less
entangling end of the spectrum. The taxes from which religious institutions are exempt - general income
taxes, value-based property taxes, unemployment taxes - are typically taxes with the greatest potential for
church-state enforcement entanglement. It is unpersuasive to reﬂexively denounce the tax exemption of
religious actors and institutions as a subsidy. Tax exemption can implement the secular, non-subsidizing goal
of minimizing church-state enforcement entanglement and thus be regarded as part of a normative tax base.
Taxing the church or exempting the church involves often diﬃcult trade-oﬀs among competing and
legitimate values. On balance, our federal system of decentralized legislation reasonably make these legal
and tax policy trade-oﬀs, though there is room for improvement in particular settings such as the protection
of internal church communications and the expansion of the churches' sales tax liabilities.
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Michigan Law Review 2007-04
Political Religion and Religious Politics David S. Gutterman 2015-10-14 Profound demographic and cultural
changes in American society over the last half century have unsettled conventional understandings of the
relationship between religious and political identity. The "Protestant mainline" continues to shrink in
numbers, as well as in cultural and political inﬂuence. The growing population of American Muslims seek both
acceptance and a ﬁrmer footing within the nation’s cultural and political imagination. Debates over
contraception, same-sex relationships, and "prosperity" preaching continue to roil the waters of American
cultural politics. Perhaps most remarkably, the fastest-rising religious demographic in most public opinion
surveys is "none," giving rise to a new demographic that Gutterman and Murphy name "Religious
Independents." Even the evangelical movement, which powerfully re-entered American politics during the
1970s and 1980s and retains a strong foothold in the Republican Party, has undergone generational turnover
and no longer represents a monolithic political bloc. Political Religion and Religious Politics:Navigating
Identities in the United States explores the multifaceted implications of these developments by examining a
series of contentious issues in contemporary American politics. Gutterman and Murphy take up the
controversy over the "Ground Zero Mosque," the political and legal battles over the contraception mandate
in the Aﬀordable Health Care Act and the ensuing Supreme Court Hobby Lobby decision, the national
response to the Great Recession and the rise in economic inequality, and battles over the public school
curricula, seizing on these divisive challenges as opportunities to illuminate the changing role of religion in
American public life. Placing the current moment into historical perspective, and reﬂecting on the possible
future of religion, politics, and cultural conﬂict in the United States, Gutterman and Murphy explore the
cultural and political dynamics of evolving notions of national and religious identity. They argue that
questions of religion are questions of identity -- personal, social, and political identity -- and that they
function in many of the same ways as race, sex, gender, and ethnicity in the construction of personal
meaning, the fostering of solidarity with others, and the conﬂict they can occasion in the political arena.
Justice-Centered Humanism Roy Speckhardt 2021-04-06 Humanists are quick to defend threats to the
separation of church and state, but they have not always been consistently uniﬁed in engaging with pressing
issues of race, class, gender, and sexuality—namely, those linked to economic, environmental, and social
justice. Drawing on his tenure as executive director of the American Humanist Association, Roy Speckhardt
calls for humanists everywhere to center justice in their humanism by promoting public policy based on
ethical humanist principles. Acknowledging the challenges inherent to this type of advocacy and
activism—such as balancing short-term needs with long-term goals, and espousing a common humanity
without erasing diﬀerences—he makes a compelling case for championing justice-centered humanism. He
also provides guidance for doing so, whether on the local, state, or federal level. Precisely because there is
no such thing as cosmic justice in an afterlife, he reminds, it's especially important that humanists
everywhere combat injustice in this life.
The Conscience Wars Susanna Mancini 2018-07-05 Explores the multifaceted debate on the interconnection
between conscientious objections, religious liberty, and the equality of women and sexual minorities.
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